

Ponmina from Umpqua Tosis

I'm from Sutterin, some Umpqua. 

But from Umpqua Tosis, only 10 miles downstream 

from my place 4' irrelated via Melrose. 

Mr. Benceyanton tells me 

that 9 See. Anet's ton, la'k here 

such one he pronounces la'k hove 

means something like 'rocky point'

Molly says it in her 'sir' way 

during subsequent days of the trip. 

In same side of auto that she first set on. 

Mr. Tiffs says that the Buck 

ranch is not in the old Willamette & 

but in the present Willamette &

Molly says they tried to persuade the 

Willamette Obligation to sell the 

old fisherman, but he set out 

just the same.
043 left Gold Hill town.

Reaches

Geo. Lyman's house at 0742

0742 -

Mr. Lyman's flour mill was put in 1857.

 ago a man for 15 yrs. at exact site of city cotton mill. It is exactly 3 miles by speedometer from Lyman's to the Jr. town.

4 foot fall just below Mr. Lyman's house.

13 ft. drop in 1/4 mile.

The let is about 1/2 mile up. 7

Par. his bridge.

Mr. Lyman says there are 3 - Table rock. The central one is the highest. There is a bridge across R. River at two. The middle table rock is the upper. Table rock.

119 nearest gothic 6.5

against 12 2 1/2 east & w. Bridge 2 1/2 west under P.P. bridge.

0802
I got a glimpse of Mr. McLaughlin from near Mr. Hayman's. Yes, I got him. They say that the man at the auto camp bets. Table Rock or Center Point tells me that tourists often ask him if Mr. McLaughlin is Mt. Shasta. From the west it looks like a cone. It was snow on top right now. To the east it blew out on the n.e. side. People climb it up a long ridge that runs up the s.e. side. This mt. was formerly called Mt. Pitt, but the name was changed some twenty years ago.
James

What Mr. Robins (correct spelling) said was that
what old timers called Rocky Point is where the bridge & M.S. Hart 99 (Pacific Highway) crosses
at the river, 3 miles downstream
from Gold Hill at Del Rio.

Actually, it used to be called Rocky Point but is not called Rock Point.

He also mentioned a location 200 yds.
almost due east of the transformer
the big oil black room full of
broken arrows, bones, etc.
A small, nearly a rattle, was killed
in 1903.

Mr. J.C. Wilson, operator of
Gold Ray Dam Plant,
placed it in a 2nd level small dam

They first built a wingdam

The ripples are where the Dam is now.

Railroad has come through
from east over the high at blue chair
has 17.3 feet head at present.

Mrs. B.M. Kent Keller has written about
local history & also applied to have a study
of the rocks south of the Dam done by
the USGS.
Good Ray town, earlier called Ray City. They had a campground there.


Deep within the forest, there is a village site on the hillside.

[Diagram of a river with a marked location on the bank]
plan on a hill that is one mile east of Ashland. west on the creek, an old
woman pointed that hill out to my. From Ashland telling her it is her father's place.

This is a stone house and the remains of stone walls. The

truly remarkable

2020
call wild plans pigs. Some one write it somewhere. Those plans grow at
southwest, along river, across from southwest.

This is called the little rock. Name is little rock. It is in a
"little rock" in a little rock. It is up the river.

Little rock is a source of water. It is a little rock.
It is a little rock. It is a little rock.

The little rock is a little rock. It is a little rock. It is a
little rock. It is a little rock. It is a little rock.
Molly & Tiytanah, plan.

Tiytanah, name of Molly's father.

Scott's Rock House - Tiytanah says it means corn. This is east of Ashland.

Beyond Tiytanah, when I asked again says Tiytanah is across the creek from Ashland, at a little mountain that added that there is lots of salmon at Tiytanah.

Lathakail, old boxing field across creek from Ashland, close to Ashland.

Table Rock, short Table Rock.

Tiytanah, at the hill.

Plains, good place close to R. River.

Place is got from across R. River.

Place is got from across R. River.

Table Rock, keeps coming to Table Rock, keeps coming to Table Rock, or on the name stemming with (precius Hill).

100 miles = Rock Point.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.

Known equivalence. Imply at Gold Hill.
Must walk to talk fish on range you s. o.2
Ashland, you go across this m. from yacket dwell 2
Yacket, from k.e. Th,
White grass 1/2 ft long,
grows on trees in that range
there is snow in the summer
This is a big standing rock this side of Yacket
molly now remembers tj tik'alaaw'yats.

Jacksonville = Tik'alaaw'yats.

Very impr. Wholly vs.

The Jacksonville sands are
Tik'alaaw'yats. From
Kalaw, a kind of root-like
plant flat white roots - white
flowers.
Molly: m. L. Sin, Mr. E. E. P. X

No. Shasta & waterfall. everlasting snow. agree it is a. of Ashland
[From word: 'ek, plen].
Vs. that it is in the E. E. P. X.

country, it is visible from near
Ashland. She has never been
at York, and has never seen
Mr. Shasta, or heard the name
of it.
The old man did not let anybody fish there. The Wil. man told him as he threw him into river he went round rock. He floated down river turned & rock stood on coast out an the Wilhette side. The rock is there something in Wilmette.
The Willie muckee side man was skookum, call Willie muckee side man tell Tala he if gets none of the God fisherman.

Mostly: Good man walkin' in France's country, an' drinkin'.

Tanka, some of a lodge. Mr. Scott there was a fish. My.

This is a little down stone. The River from Rocky Point.

Walker sat fishing and pointed out plans.

Then, with a Rocky Point. The trail ended.

End was steel there at the time.

Tipi, with a big fire on the side of Rogue River across river from Tanka.

Tanka, 7 or 8 side, forever. About 1,000 feet.

A big stone high as.

Man had a chain, 1 ft. high he cut into the other man to get fish.

Then suddenly, man came from Wilamette side with headda, 8 feet and heads it was a God man.

He's gone over was the 2 II they wanted.
Klamath lake

-tenth, white water spring -

Er. now we got the net to speak of the net & Asher telling about it.
There is a hot spring—
mineral water coming out at
first, ice cold, so cold
it makes water feel

Molly Tim's name of
a hill pretty near on the
Klamath lake road. It is on
the south side of the Ashland—
Kl. lake basin. As we go
toward Kl. lake knows
because her main headed
sheep there. Frances no this
name. No etymo close to
Ashland.

Across the road from it it
goes Kl. lakeward.
Frances repeats 5 signet, but
no etymo—never heard in
these 2 places—close together.

0817
The lake is on the other side of the ridge from Jacksonville.

The water is clear and cold. I can see fish swimming. There is a small waterfall and a large rock in the middle.

The sky is blue with a few clouds. It is a beautiful day.
Just yu wu thia', a
famous (poison) pit,
west of Jacksonville, a big pit.
It is a medicine pit.
I never heard
delvath a name of
Clamath river mouth. Th's 26
he again
Molly never heard

keenly, keenly, keenly, through the
clouds, told Frances that this is
the name of Table Rock in Indian.
ph. 3 p.m. oil, Spanish - Mex.
def. saw list of Mexican watches
than a girl girl.
Wolly: Behind table Rock, the other (north) side = Titanka. Cannot make her say Titanka - tried long.
Mary's last name

used to say until every time snow fell outside, we were so afraid of them.

Mary
Molly describes Rock Point as a place where whites made a ditch around the one side of the Rogue River, and spoiled the falls. When I ask tleomi if she knows Gold Hill town, she says yes, Gold Hill town is outside of the falls. Mostly stayed there 2 years at one time. Mostly tall and sleek on top of the hill. At the top, there was no gentil. Will not able to show. Molly says the seats of the sinners. A kind of stone. A piece of stone. A piece of stone. The hills are dry. A piece of stone at an upper farm at Delitz. A piece of stone grows at a piece of stone. Get there at a piece of stone. A piece of stone that is the west part of the prairie. But Molly never heard Table Rock. But Molly never heard Table Rock. Table Rock Titanakh.
Molly says med. rock was with ridge came down, not too one behind the gun, will never top drinking, like a haw knick. Then (and word) top was in head when went to TV was noticed it was back to table Mr. New 25 yrs. No were 3 weapons to 15 men Walker God one. King had the still. 4 horses walked over and got around the old man, talked till 9 old woman, he called Rose and Molly called that dialect much, more than in others languages.

I was pitchon and held horse, she went in (91) and patient all her clothes, took. 0828.
E.g. mi biwa wa't si, a curse word in Apache language. Means dead person. Both F. & M. know this word.
Molly saw—wit her own eyes
The wind, rock at pass west of Sarah ya kevwa, hit Molly
She saw it when she went through.
This pass (this way to Wilsonville, W. S.)
That its red name is Tan
Muxulé, which means
Rock that is a sitting
(Legend was said to be a sitting
Old woman).
Wherever you are tired, your legs tired, your
back tired, you stop and lean the
rock against it. Table Rock
was used to know this rock was not
to come twice it.
Molly and children, great than this pass
on way to Wilsonville, when she was 10 yrs old,
again on way back to Rogue River. There
again at night, horses and wagons.

Wolveri's old name was Key mehek wat
My 80 ft. boat. My Molly big, 8 ft.
Wolveri, ch. my big boat (my a steam).
We went up to the So. rock.

We went up to the So. rock.
Faz. sintaw a ya. Khwa

Ned Evans, matri. Grandma's name

This is aunt, born in Illinois region.
This is ultawya, khwa's younger brother, a second child, not yet born.

Faz. never saw it. Sin-. No. Tsine, now.

0833
Maly of a Kagonya, Wilamette
end. From when I sit what well
Wilamette end. Us. That they are
called from Kalapuya town,
Relief in Kalapuya country on
the W. 31. north.

Fig. 2 X 0.5: a big m. ne. 2
Roseburg.
Fr. says he heard Mo's help with.
but he states Frz. pronounced it help with.
Mo. explained to the chief if it. Both Mo.
Fr. vs. he gave a seventh gene.
Fig. Te'kam, canyonville.

Fig. horse, Mo's hankam, so Ro'tha.

Fig. saw (water going down a canyon).

mg. deam (water going down a canyon).

vs. it is 'canyon ('ville) where we ate dinner.

so he is effect? so... but ol. etc.

sow we ate dinner at 'Te'kam. From

again we ate dinner at 'Te'kam.

Ye kek, any kind of brush (a man, poison).

Mo. big. help with this card.
Mo. wits o'malaks = Mgo.

wits'mala', Mgo. beyond Kauntil. This

refers to the people beyond Tekana Tipi. Church

in the story chain, Mosby vs. Colon said it is

the chid's. This side of (Wilson's?) side?

Riding. Tav. says it is a good one.

Riding. Tav. says it is

in what people it applies to. Ph. says it is

in a town, ut. khu. Also vs. It is

any place up north.

Ph. Mosby says

wits o'malaks

are Upper Umpqua, Lower

Umpqua. Head-ache was

Umpqua. Head-ache was

Spencer Scott's mother's grandfather.

Silly vs. flat head ache had (a

slaves) of his own, very inquisitive.

Slaves for child, money

for says course. Roseburg kids talked

for say. Course Roseburg kids talked.

they said Umpqua language sounds like Roseburg.

region spoke Umpqua, not Kalapuya.

Fr. reminds me it doesn't make sense.

Tav. says it.

0837
Lake Lam orderly
He came on above Roeburg
pig & river ditch = Cempenwille.

Celtic river goes down to bank & n. of Roeburg
stop with Geo. Says at man
must be Lampsea river.
Roeburg understacked
both R. River & Lampsea.
One foreman felled Lampsea. But many others
people come from behind Table Rock.
Felled biv.

West from Lake Jargon
in a large country. Other
side of the hill = Roeburg
Indian Very imp. to US.
From Trum, mt.

0838
At Kimberley, 1871

Rosetta is getting on her side,
Soon she'll be 18

Evelyn to arrive at Kimberley Monday morning.

At Kimberley yesterday

She can swim & play cards.

0839
G. yalaw, somewhere in table rock region. Mg, gravel.
There is a town, none of a big city, when I ask of big books by R. River, says no. Every year West have digging someone. No sign.
Nov. 21st and 22nd.

Test 1st or second cycles level.

Mary didn't place No storm.
Molly yankala, Yoncalla town.
Molise Tree influenced where they rationed the kids. Helpovich is across river from Roseburg (a little far), a nice open plan. Walker said.

Helpovich's point out on the spot where.
Dave McKay, working at Frank Gorrell's at Unapra. My best wishes to him. I'll see him when I get back to UNAPRA.

On the 27th, Frank Gorrell Oakland 12th January. Write him in Letters to find out if he can talk with him or if he's alive. From another a relation to Dave. Ask where he lives at and when he last saw him. For some tracks possibly some tracks will take him up. Several ways up - some glides on a way or others on a way.
This is a difficult page to read due to the handwriting. It appears to be a mixture of English words and possibly other languages. The text is not clearly legible and requires careful examination to understand its content.
place of uncle deposit, my 2 3/5
and other. It agreed to my 7 3/4
you want. It was suggested by 2pl but
saying it is ok. That last word means
it is done (red print is lamp). 11:03.

do.
Mr. Holst Prepared This Map.